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Friends Forever A Heart Warming Saga Of The Power Of Friendship
An emotional and compelling novel about love and family by award-winning author Barbara Freethy
This book tells the story of a joyful adventure with the great Friend we all have, giving children a concrete example of how to have
a personal relationship with God. It shows how seeing God in all life we can turn an ordinary day into an extraordinary day! It also
reminds us that we are never alone and always loved.This heartwarming story contains many full color scenes capturing the
beauty of nature. It can inspire all of us to see life as a wonderful adventure graced with God's endless love.The author, Mary Ann
Holden, has had years of experience working with young children as a parent, pre-school owner, and Sunday School teacher.
Through these years she has gained a reputation for being a masterful storyteller emphasizing the value of soul qualities that uplift
the heart and bring joy to our lives. This book was written with that goal in mind and we hope this will be your experience when you
read it.
Norbert, the Internet’s cutest and most popular therapy dog, shares the lessons he’s learned from being a three-pound hero and
philanthropist, demonstrating that you don’t need to be big to make a big difference in the world. Philosopher, intuitive healer, and
fashion-forward snappy dresser, Norbert the tiny, mixed-breed therapy dog with a big heart shares his lessons on friendship,
individuality, family, love, and more to help you shift your perspective and focus on what really matters in life. With fifty
accompanying photographs throughout the book, Norbert hopes to continue his goal to spread smiles, inspire kindness, and bring
comfort to those in need.
Your favorite Harlequin Heartwarming authors are back with fifteen all new stories set in charming Christmas Town, Maine. Save
on your next Heartwarming purchase. Details inside the book. This holiday season, warm your heart with 15 connected sweet,
clean & wholesome holiday romances set in Christmas Town from 15 Harlequin Heartwarming authors who are USA Today,
national bestselling, and award-winning authors. There are five connected books in A Heartwarming Holiday. That means each set
of three novellas shares characters and storylines! This collection of PG-rated holiday romances are all set in Christmas Town,
Maine, a location introduced in the 2014 Harlequin Heartwarming release Christmas, Actually. A Heartwarming Holiday will bring
you laughter, tears, and happily-ever-afters (no cliffhangers), for more than 1200 pages. Book 1: Once Upon a Holiday by Anna
Adams, Anna J Stewart & Melinda Curtis: Three former college roommates start a business to bring the magic of the holidays to
everyone in Christmas Town. Novella 1: Once Upon a Thanksgiving by Anna Adams, award-winning, USA Today bestselling,
Harlequin Heartwarming author Novella 2: Once Upon a Christmas by Anna J Stewart, award-winning, USA Today bestselling,
Harlequin Heartwarming author Novella 3: Once Upon a New Year’s Eve by Melinda Curtis, award-winning, USA Today
bestselling, Harlequin Heartwarming author Book 2: Holiday Heroes by Leigh Riker, Tara Randel & Cari Lynn Webb: Three former
Navy SEALs come together to restore an outdated resort. Novella 1: Thankfully Yours by Leigh Riker, award-winning, USA Today
bestselling, Harlequin Heartwarming author Novella 2: Cooking Up Christmas by Tara Randel, Barnes and Noble bestselling, USA
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Today bestselling, Harlequin Heartwarming author Novella 3: Countdown to Romance by Cari Lynn Webb, USA Today bestselling,
Harlequin Heartwarming author Book 3: 24 North Pole Lane by Carol Ross, Amy Vastine & Cheryl Harper: Romance is being
delivered to 24 North Pole Lane this holiday season. Novella 1: Hers by Thanksgiving by Carol Ross, USA Today bestselling,
Harlequin Heartwarming author Novella 2: Peace, Love, and Baby Joy by Amy Vastine, USA Today bestselling, Harlequin
Heartwarming author Novella 3: Never Say Never on New Year’s by Cheryl Harper, USA Today bestselling, Harlequin
Heartwarming author Book 4: Magic Moments by Tara Taylor Quinn, Shirley Hailstock & Liz Flaherty: Three different times, three
different stories. They all bring magic to Christmas Town. Novella 1: Christmas Past by Tara Taylor Quinn, USA Today bestselling,
Harlequin Heartwarming author Novella 2: It Only Happens in Christmas Town by Shirley Hailstock, Harlequin Heartwarming
author Novella 3: The Magic Stocking by Liz Flaherty, USA Today bestselling, Harlequin Heartwarming author Book 5: Nutcracker
Sweethearts by Dana Mentink, Roz Denny Fox, & Amie Denman: As the stage production of the Nutcracker unfolds in Christmas
Town, three couples find love with the help of a little holiday magic! Novella 1: Thanksgiving Duet by Dana Mentink, Harlequin
Heartwarming author Novella 2: Christmas Curtain Call by Roz Denny Fox, Harlequin Heartwarming author Novella 3: Set for New
Year’s by Amie Denman, Harlequin Heartwarming author If this boxed set appeals to you, look for our previous holiday anthology:
A Heartwarming Christmas.
Two young women find the bond of lifelong friendship gives them the strength to hold on to their dreams, in the hardship of 1920s
Liverpool. In Friends Forever, Lyn Andrews weaves an unforgettable saga of friendship overcoming life's hardships. Perfect for
fans of Nadine Dorries and Joan Jonker. In 1928 Bernie O'Sullivan and Molly Keegan catch their first glimpse of the bustling city
they're about to call home. Both seventeen, and best friends since childhood, the girls have left Ireland behind to seek an exciting
new life in Liverpool. They are dismayed to discover that the relatives they are to stay with have barely two pennies to rub
together; the promised grand house is a run-down building in one of Liverpool's worst slum areas. Desperate to escape, Bernie
secures a position as a domestic servant, while Molly is taken on as a shop assistant. Soon they have settled and find themselves
in love with local men. For both, though, love holds surprises and the danger of ruin in an unforgiving world . . .
This is a collection of the heartwarming stories behind the music of Paul Overstreet.
Nash has been struggling to get back on his feet after his last set of surgeries. He pushed for a transfer to Hathaway House on an
old friend’s recommendation and finally made it there—after multiple frustrating delays—only to find that he isn’t ready for the
strides he hopes to make in the new facility. To add insult to injury, on his first day at Hathaway House, he comes face-to-face with
Alicia, the only woman he’s ever loved and the last woman he’d want to see him in his current condition. Alicia let Nash go more
than a decade ago, unwilling to settle for a long-distance relationship with the sailor, certain that her future would bring other
dreams and other loves. But, when her brother fell ill, all her dreams shattered. She devoted herself to nursing him and, after his
death, to helping others. Seeing Nash again is both pleasure and pain. The rapport between them is instant, as if the years apart
had never happened. But, if they couldn’t make things work back then, when life was bright and new, do the people they’ve
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become in the years since have a shot at a future together?
There are some things in life that only a dog can teach you. A poignant, heart-wrenching, but ultimately uplifting novel about the
unbreakable bond between a boy and his dog. Perfect for fans of A Dog’s Purpose, The Art of Racing in the Rain and Marley and
Me. In the farming town of Riverside in Washington, Toby Fuller is feeling more alone than ever. Nothing Toby did was ever good
enough for his father, but he never expected his father to leave, to abandon him and his mother forever. He loses hope, until a
scruffy golden retriever called Buddy follows him home from school. Though he’s struggling to walk, Buddy matches Toby step for
step, never taking his eyes off him, as if Toby is all he needs in the world. And from that day on Buddy never leaves Toby’s side.
Buddy shows Toby a loyalty that he has never known. But then disaster strikes and Toby’s life is changed forever. Will Buddy be
able to give Toby the strength he needs to carry on? A tale of how unconditional love can bound into your life when you least
expect it, giving you hope in the darkest of times. What readers are saying about A Dog’s Hope: “Perfect for fans of A Dog’s
Purpose, The Art of Racing in the Rain and Marley and Me. This book drew me in from the first page… I honestly shed tears
reading this wonderful book, I highly recommend this book to anyone, especially dog lovers.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “I am
completely demolished, this was the most heart-warming, sweet and beautiful book I've read in a while. It grabbed me and just
stole my heart… I can't even express my feelings, just read it!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “A totally heart and gut-wrenching
novel… I read the last couple chapters through tears as it touched me very deeply. I absolutely recommend this page-turner! You
will not want to put it down!” The Write Review, 5 stars “Wow!... This story is one of heartbreak, love, loss, forgiveness and
overcoming! It’s a wonderful story about the peace that comes when you find your sweet, furry soulmate and I believe everyone
has one!... We can learn so much from a dog and this book captured that perfectly!” I Have Lived a Thousand Times, 5 stars
“Omg! Omg! Omg!... This book just breaks my heart into thousand pieces.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “If I could rate this 10
stars, I would!... This book drew me in from the first page… I definitely shed some tears reading this. If you love dogs and are
looking for a book with REAL meaning, grab this one!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “I so so so totally, utterly loved this book… If
you are a dog lover, you will love this story too. If you are wondering why people love their furry friends so much, you should read
it and maybe you will understand why.” B for Book Review, 5 stars “Once I began reading, I couldn't put the book down. A Dog's
Hope is a heart-warming journey between a young boy and an abandoned dog… a glimpse into the thoughts and feelings from a
dog's perspective and how we can learn from each other.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Beautifully written story that will remain
with me for a long time… I definitely required tissues at hand to get through… several times the intensity required me to put the book
down which made it a wonderful, memorable story.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “This review practically writes itself. If I could
give this enchanting story more than 5* I certainly would. It is an outstanding story… Told from the heart… I loved every page of it.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “From the very beginning I needed a box of Kleenex… This book is something incredibly special, and
so I will read it again and again. This book becomes my first favorite of 2020.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “A story that will show
you how amazing the bond between a human and a dog can be… Amazing and breathtaking… A very beautiful story.” Goodreads
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reviewer, 5 stars “A heart-warming story that has heart-wrenching situations… It made me cry but also made me happy… It was
more than just a read, it was an experience… I absolutely loved this book!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
"Forty meditations celebrate the companionship of household cats. Inspired by real cats and their unique personalities, each
reading provides insights on God's presence and peace in our lives"--Provided by publisher.
Friendship Quotes: Inspirational picture quotes about friendship and friendsGabi Rupp, creator of leanjumpstart.com shares an
extraordinary collection of her favorite and most insightful friendship quotes from around the world and throughout history.It is a
great addition to your own personal library but will make a wonderful gift too. As one of a series of Picture Quotes books it is
written for the lover of visually appealing positive quotes. Enjoy insightful, inspirational, funny and famous quotes on friends and
friendship. It will bring to mind a lifetime of memories, shared experiences and push you to be a better version of you. Inspirational
picture quotes about friendship and best friends is an easy read detailing the collective life wisdom of the author:Friendship is born
at that moment when one person says to another: What! You too? I thought I was the only one. ~C. S. Lewis Vibrant
PicturesBrilliant color photos grace each page, stimulating the reader further in working on its friendships. The Inspirational Picture
Quotes about Friendship is a perfect book to carry in your pocket for daily affirmations and uplifting sayings, sure to make each
day a little brighter. A gift book for many occasions ... long-time friend, acquaintance or office friendA great one-size-fits-all book
that invites you to embark on a journey to find friendship within yourself, motivating you to listen to your heart. With their eclectic
mixture of human understanding, and sometimes just plain fun, these are gifts that people want to give and love to receive. This
heart-warming collection of some of the most uplifting friendship quotes from around the world is the perfect gift for many
occasions:* Anniversary* Birthday* Christmas* Congratulation* Farewell & Goodbye* Friendship Day* Graduation* Holiday*
Retirement* SupportLooking for the right words to say?Find a quote for most any recipient and express your best wishes using this
compilation of the most popular friendship quotes. Inspiring Friendship Quotes from people throughout historyFilled with thoughtful
quotes about friends and friendship from people throughout history, you will read the wisdom of known historical and modern
figures such as:* Anas Nin* Emma Bunton* Aristotle* Cicero* Epicurus* Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche* George Washington The
paperback version comes with space for your own dedication or greetings to your gift book, so that you can create an even more
personal and thoughtfully sensitive gift. Pick up your copy of Inspirational Picture Quotes about Friendship today and tell a friend
how much you care! AFTER YOUR PURCHASE PLEASE LOOK UP OUR OTHER TITLES YOU MIGHT LIKE:* Inspirational
Picture Quotes about Happiness* Inspirational Picture Quotes about Love
Most of these poems were written for him, to him, and about him. It was as though he was talking to me and wanting me to relay
these messages to loved one. I could feel others pain and as though I had an insight into their lives. I felt as though God had taken
my son, but had now sent him back to me as my Guardian Angel to watch over me. I hope that in some small way some of these
poems will touch you and maybe you will find a little of yourselves in them. God Bless You An Emmerson or Browning I will never
be But I really love writing poetry. So, if one of my poems you should read Tell a friend, that will make me happy.
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Delight in a really heart-warming tale of tw o friends exploring just what it is that makes their friends hip so special - even when it
looks like they''ve fallen out forever. '
"Just One Kiss is my favorite story in the series so far. Barbara Freethy has once again shown that she is an amazing storyteller. I
could not put it down. I loved every page. Just One Kiss is a second chance at first love story and is filled with heartbreaking and
heartwarming moments." Patti - Goodreads Hannah Stark takes care of everyone else, from the patients she nurses back to
health, to her family, who can never seem to get it together. She'd love to find someone she can trust, someone she can lean on,
someone she can love, but that someone will not be Jake McKenna. The ruggedly attractive owner of Adventure Sports might still
make her palms sweat, but Jake broke her teenage heart years ago. In the twelve plus years since they were a couple, Jake has
given up on forgiveness from Hannah. He'd really like the chance to set the record straight, but that would mean revealing secrets
he has sworn to protect. So, they dance around each other, never getting close enough to the lingering sparks to start another fire.
A stormy Christmas eve at the lake changes everything. A woman in trouble and a death-defying rescue gives them a chance to
start over as they are now—if they can find the courage to trust each other. Will these two enemies turn into lovers, or will they
reject the fate that has once again thrown them together? Don't miss this heartwarming, irresistibly romantic holiday Christmas
romance by #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy. Also Available: Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2
Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4 If We Never Met #5 What the readers are saying about Just One Kiss… "I devoured
this book in one setting! The story was captivating! As with all of Freethy's characters, they are so well developed that you become
completely invested in their story. They are real, not perfect and each with their own flaws!" Booklovers Anonymous on JUST ONE
KISS "Barbara Freethy is one of my favorite authors because her books have the perfect blend of romance and suspense in every
book, and Just One Kiss was no exception! This story was a heartwarming tale about second chances and forgiveness, mixed in
with a mystery that kept me turning the pages to see what would happen next. Right now the real world feels like a dark place to
be sometimes, and this book was the perfect escape." Kate – Goodreads "Barbara Freethy does what she does best by giving you
real people with real feelings, a lesson in forgiveness and a Christmas story with some zing to it." Lois – Goodreads "A wonderful
Christmas time second chance love story with a side of second chance family reunion. Exciting, romantic and a bit of suspense
create a great read." Peggy - Goodreads "Absolutely wonderful story! I fell in love with Jake and Hannah from the beginning. One
of the best stories from the Whisper Lake series. I absolutely love the winding roads that Barbara Freethy has for her main
characters. this book is no exception!" Karen - BookBub "This is a story of family, second chances, forgiveness, secrets and love
with the wonderful residents of Whisper Lake during the Christmas season, a time for miracles to happen! A wonderful addition to
this series!" Robin – Goodreads
Every woman needs a kindred spirit in life--someone who just gets you and will be there for you no matter what. When you find
this forever friend, the bond you create is immediate, deep, and lasting. In this heartwarming book, best-selling writer and artist
Suzy Toronto celebrates the gift of unconditional and unending friendship. Suzy knows firsthand what a blessing it is to have a
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great girlfriend to laugh and cry with and whose love and acceptance can always be counted on. This colorful and wacky collection
explores the power of sisterhood and what it means have a friend through thick and thin. It is the perfect way to let a very dear
friend know your connection is forever and always.
"Barbara Freethy has done it again with a great new series, that has the reader packing their bags to move to the town of Whisper
Lake!" Robin – Goodreads Justin Blackwood can't remember a time when he believed in the magic of anything, least of all love. A
cynical businessman, who grew up in a broken home, he guards his heart with every breath he takes. His job has taken him all
over the world and roots are the last thing he wants...until he meets a beautiful innkeeper in Whisper Lake. Warm-hearted, freespirited Lizzie Cole wants it all—the dream job of running her own inn and a man who wants to settle down. Despite a previous
romantic setback, she still believes in happily ever after and her perfect soulmate. She just has to find him. While the dark-haired
man with the shockingly blue eyes makes her heart beat faster, Justin Blackwood is the last man who should leave her breathless.
He's her complete opposite and they don't want the same things. But when a lunar eclipse throws Whisper Lake into darkness,
Lizzie and Justin find themselves struggling to fight the moonlight and a love that could change their lives—if they're willing to take
the risk. Don't miss this emotional, feel-good contemporary romance from #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy
The Whisper Lake Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just A Kiss Away #4 If We
Never Met #5 What the readers are saying… "I have just finished CAN'T FIGHT THE MOONLIGHT and WOW such an emotional
book. The characters of Justin and Lizzie were so well written, with so much depth. There were scenes in this book that gave me a
lump in my throat. Absolutely loved this book...and can’t wait for the next one!" Booklovers Anonymous "Barbara has created a
town and community that leaves you wanting to return over and over again. It must be the Whisper of the lake. Or the amazing
stories that surround it. Or maybe the great group of friends that make up the magical town. All I know is that I can never get
enough." Mommymoose – Goodreads on Can't Fight The Moonlight "I love how Barbara Freethy doesn't force the romance in her
stories...it occurs naturally and organically....oh yeah...there's also a lunar eclipse and a romantic reunion 10 years in the
making....and a ghost in the attic!!! This book is truly a joy to read." Trude – Goodreads on Can't Fight The Moonlight "CAN'T
FIGHT THE MOONLIGHT is a great book! I want to live in Whisper Lake! Lizzie owns an inn and has a run in with a sexy
handsome workaholic man-Justin. She finds out that he is staying at her inn. They know that there are secrets, but will they be
able to share them and move past them?" Brandi – Goodreads "A beautiful story about two people learning to really live life. There
are so many different emotions Barbara brings out in her readers. CAN'T FIGHT THE MOONLIGHT is a truly feel good book."
Linda - Goodreads
Uncle Sam’s Navy wasn’t kind to Owen Powell. After he walked too close to a landmine, he was left with leg and back injuries
and a rough road to regaining his health. His career is down the drain; his future is uncertain, and every day is a struggle toward
better mental and physical health. The last thing he expects to find is love in the midst of therapy at Hathaway House. Penny
Abigail has spent all her adult life trying to prove to her family that she’s strong enough after a lifetime of illnesses to live her life
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on her own terms. Although frail, she’s worked hard to get to where she’s at today. She has created several charities and hands
out large sums of money to deserving organizations, including Hathaway House. Meeting Owen wasn’t part of her plan, but she’s
willing to run with it. The problem is convincing her overprotective family that the broken SEAL is good enough for her and is not
just after her money …
PS, I Love You meets One Day in this magical tearjerker from a rising star in female fiction How do you hold on to a love that is slowly
slipping away from you? Can you let go of the past when you know what is in the future? And how do you cope when you know that every
kiss is a countdown to goodbye? This is the story of a love affair, of Ryan and Molly and how they fell in love and were torn apart. The first
time Molly kissed Ryan, she knew they'd be together forever. Six years and thousands of kisses later she's married to the man she loves. But
today, when Ryan kisses her, Molly realises how many of them she wasted because the future holds something which neither of them could
have ever predicted… 'An adorable, heartwarming tale of love and friendship which bubbles with tenderness. Love it' Marie Claire 'Not since
One Day's Emma and Dexter have we fallen so hard for a literary couple...The First Last Kiss will burrow deep inside your head and heart,
and will stay there long after you finish reading. 5 stars.' Heat
In June 1944 Raymond Stolpe boarded a ship in San Diego headed for the Mariana Islands (Saipan and Tinian) where, he experienced his
first combat – a midnight Banzai charge by the enemy- a frantic all-out, all night charge by the enemy. In the morning, Stolpe saw over 1,000
dead enemy soldiers. Later in the Tinian campaign, Lt. Shearer ordered Stolpe and his buddy Charles Leslie to set out booby traps in front of
their position. Then at night, when they began lighting up the area in front of Stolpe’s position, they exposed the attacking enemy. Stolpe
jumped to his feet and threw a grenade on target and silenced the enemy’s machine gun. Stolpe was one of the very first Americans to land
in Nagasaki after the bomb had wiped out the city. His job then became one of peacemaker to the Japanese people. It was a great challenge,
but one he was happy to accept.
* This title is part of a 4-book series that follows the protagonist Sarah's experiences growing up in an extended multi-cultural family* Inspired
by real experiences of author's children growing up in an extended multi-cultural family* Each story features an engaging storyline that is
quirky yet heart-warming* A fun and engaging read-along book for children aged 5 and above* Beautifully illustrated to delight readers
ÿLara Allen seems to have it all. A linguist for the Foreign Office, she speaks five languages and has the ear of world leaders and government
ministers. But there is one part of her life that leaves an ache which all her success can never fill ? a daughter she gave away at nineteen
after a chance encounter while waitressing in Portugal. Returning sixteen years later for her sister?s hen night, Lara finds herself drawn back
to that time, and to the family who had adopted her child. After sixteen years of staying strong, she finds herself wanting to know what
happened, and wanting to peek into the life of the girl she left behind. By turns funny and moving, this is a heart-warming story of families
coming together, and sharing their hopes and their regrets. Filled with fascinating characters and great locations, A Summer?s Child is a
poignant reminder that sometimes the things we think we?ve lost can still be found, and in the end there is nothing like family to teach us how
to live, and how to forgive.
Come, Sit, and Say Hello to a therapy dog dropout named Chipper! "Chipper's Friends" is a hilarious true story of love and friendship-told
through the eyes of a rescued shelter mutt. You'll love reading about Squeaker (the beloved squirrel), Bart (the hateful cockatiel), Kacey (the
attack rabbit), Cheyenne (the best foster puppy), Screamy Houdini (the worst foster puppy), Annie (the singing nursing home resident), Ernie
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(the ornery kicker), Sammy (the grumpy growler), Odie (the good-humored paramedic), Fake John Denver, and many others. Chipper's
inspiring tale, written for adults and children of all ages, shows that you don't have to be perfect to make a difference. It is sure to leave a paw
print on your heart!
Hathaway House: Jaden (Book 10) Welcome to Hathaway House, a heartwarming military romance series from USA TODAY best-selling
author Dale Mayer. Here you’ll meet a whole new group of friends, along with a few favorite characters from Heroes for Hire. Instead of
action, you’ll find emotion. Instead of suspense, you’ll find healing. Instead of romance, … oh, wait. … There is romance—of course! Welcome
to Hathaway House. Rehab Center. Safe Haven. Second chance at life and love. Jaden Hancock knows that things could be a lot worse. He
still has two arms and two legs, even if one of his legs is so badly damaged it’s virtually useless. And it’s not that he isn’t willing to work
toward recovery—it’s just hard to see the lack of progress even after weeks of therapy. While he knows that he needs to accept the current
state of his body, that acceptance feels like giving up. And he’s not prepared to do that. Brianna Kole crossed the country to get away from
her old life. As the newest member of the staff at Hathaway House, she’s polite but not overly friendly. The last thing she wants is to get
attached and to risk getting hurt again. But, in spite of her reservations, she and Jaden gravitate to each other as the two newcomers to the
facility. After that, it isn’t long before Brianna’s questioning her feelings … and his.
As a complement to her popular book Cariboo-Chilcotin: Pioneer People and Places, Irene Stangoe has crafted a second collection of stories
about the BC Interior's pioneers and the trails they blazed. In 26 separate tales she introduces a mosaic of personalities and events that
spans 120 years. Stangoe fondly recalls the Indian Girls' Pipe Band, the world-famous MacKinnon sisters, the amazing ice-fishing secrets of
Lac la Hache and more. Irene Stangoe has been "looking back" at the Cariboo-Chilcotin for almost half a century. Originally drawn to the
region from her Burnaby-New Westminster roots in 1950, when she and her husband, Clive, bought the Williams Lake Tribune, Irene filled in
as reporter, community editor, columnist, advertising salesperson and just about anywhere else she was needed until the newspaper was
sold in 1973. In 1975, unable to fully retire, Irene established her "Looking Back" column at the Tribune and soon gained recognition as one
of the most readable history writers in the weekly newspaper field. Between 1986 and 1991, she was awarded a first place and two seconds
in the annual Best Historical Writing Competition.
Heartwarming Heresies is a timely and much-needed book that delves into the very heart of many of the beliefs that are dearly held by many
Evangelical Christians today. It’s the author’s contention that such beliefs may have little solid biblical foundation, but believers have
adopted them nonetheless. It isn’t because they have researched them extensively in the Bible, but it’s ultimately because they have found
them intellectually logical and emotionally reassuring. In this easy-to-read book, you will examine a dozen questions about “The Christian’s
relationship with God,” “The nature and purpose of the church,” “What we can expect in heaven,” and “The devil and his hell.” The author
challenges you to examine with him in light of the scriptures some of those things you believe. Are they thoroughly substantiated by the Bible,
or have you unwittingly adopted a few spurious ideas along the way that may please your mind and warm your heart, but are ultimately a
collection of heartwarming heresies?

Betty and Veronica aren’t just each other’s BFFs, they also have some furry friends as well—and in this collection of off-the-wall
and heartwarming stories put those pets in the spotlight!
Bobo is just your average Chihuahua. She has a blast eating treats, cuddling with her owners, and playing with toys.
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Unfortunately, this little Chihuahua has a problem. She has a sister named Lupe, who also likes all of Bobo's favorite things. And
Bobo doesn't like to share. In this heart-warming adventure, Bobo must learn the values of friendship and giving. The bond
between these two fluffy sisters is put to the test when they both want the same toy. When barks turn to tears, how will Bobo and
Lupe find their way back to each other? This adventure (based on a true story) unfolds in beautiful color photography. It is a tale
for the small and big, young and old, fluffy and a little less fluffy, and for the kid in all of us.
BFFs: The First in the Alex’s Dreams Trilogy, is a fascinating story of teenager Alex and her friends. Capturing the everyday lives
of a colorful cast of characters moving into young adulthood – including dating, relationships, and academic and social pressures –
this memorable novel also delves into highly intriguing, more complicated territory. All the passion of emerging sexuality, and the
intensity and confusion it can stir up, are highlighted in BFFs: The First in the Alex’s Dreams Trilogy. Written with honesty and
gritty reality, this is a book that will thoroughly entertain, surprise, and engage teen and young adult readers.
Shadows, as the title insinuates, splits open and lays bare the frightening vision of humanity, the heart of man depressed, a
veritable inferno in which there is little to be enjoyed and everything to be endured, as all is vanity, a gnawing emptiness. Nothing
is but what it seems. Simple but without being simplistic, there is in the damp climate of Doh's poetry broken promises, displaced
emotional centres, a pervading sense of doom, of impending disaster, and a total helplessness reminiscent of Plato's proverbial
mythical cave in which all reality is but shadow, devoid of substance, with the observer chained to the walls of his feelings, beliefs,
and unfulfilled ambitions. The second section, 'Celebration', is, however, a source of warmth, of light, the sun's rays in an
otherwise damp and and dark collection.
Hathaway House: Denton(Book 4) Welcome to Hathaway House, a heartwarming military romance series from USA TODAY bestselling author Dale Mayer. Here you’ll meet a whole new group of friends, along with a few favorite characters from Heroes for
Hire. Instead of action, you’ll find emotion. Instead of suspense, you’ll find healing. Instead of romance, … oh, wait. … There is
romance—of course! Welcome to Hathaway House. Rehab Center. Safe Haven. Second chance at life and love. Navy SEAL
Denton Hamilton has checked himself into Hathaway House, hoping for a fraction of the results his friends have gotten at the
rehab center. Now missing a rib, muscles and a portion of his stomach, as well as suffering from PTSD, Denton would be happy to
have his physical self healed. He’s not so sure he’ll ever get his mental health back, and finding a woman who’ll have him
now—as his friends have been lucky enough to do—is out of the question. Who would be willing to love a man like him?
Administrative Assistant Hannah Forsythe helps Dani run Hathaway House. A loner at heart, she’s drawn to Denton’s struggle
and dismayed at his belief that no one could ever love him. But when an ill-advised observation she makes has unexpected
consequences for Denton’s recovery, Hannah’s only choice is to separate herself from him to help him progress without her. As
time passes, Hannah wonders if her choice has cost her everything she’s ever wanted or whether Denton can work through his
feelings to give them both their happy ending at Hathaway House.
Firefighter Burke Callaway has been living in the shadows since the tragic death of his fiancée. He had no interest in coming out of
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the dark, until the beautiful and unpredictable Maddie came back to town. Maddie Heller is the ultimate free spirit, her love of life
and cooking taking her all over the globe, and only a few people know that her easy smile covers a personal tragedy. With a new
job offer in San Francisco, Maddie thinks it might be time to stay in one place, especially when she runs into Burke again. Burke
was the handsome, sexy hero of her youth who could do no wrong. Maddie was the pretty, fun-loving girl of his youth who loved to
break the rules. They were opposites in every way, but there was always a connection. It was just never the right time or the right
place—until maybe now. But their budding love story suddenly takes a dangerous turn, and a series of escalating incidents makes
them realize that falling in love might not just be terrifying but also deadly. What the readers are saying… "SOMEWHERE ONLY
WE KNOW was a thrill-seeker for me—full of mystery, drama, and love. Like most Callaway novels, Barbara keeps you reading
until the end. 5 STARS!" Ashley "Opposites attract in SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW! Compelling story, believable characters,
enjoyable dialogue and easy to follow story line." Bookzilla "Loved the characters, the suspense, and the emotions coming through
the pages. Five stars for Burke and Maddy." Jennifer "The perfect blend blend of romance, a bit of mystery with suspense and of
course the rest of the Callaway clan makes for a great read in SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW. This is part of a series but can be
read as a standalone." Shari "This is by far the best Callaway book yet. Burke is amazing. And Maddie is a hysterically funny free
spirit that you can't help but fall in love with. From start to finish it held my interest." Yvonne Also Available: The Callaways On A
Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A
Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't
Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6
Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Off Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just
One Kiss #4
Quote-a-Page Books contain quotes, poems, prose excerpts, and anecdotes, all carefully selected to present a compelling book
that readers will pick up and browse through for inspiration, a contemplative moment, or a good laugh. Trivia books contain
hundreds of questions and answers and factoids that trivia and sports buffs can't resist.
Jasmine (Jaz) has her whole life planned. There's just one problem... She might be pregnant. When her parents find out, their
reaction leaves Jaz devastated--and homeless. She finds herself on the doorstep of Carrie Bennet, a single mom of two who
welcomes Jaz with open arms. Trapped between her fear of making another mistake and her childhood dream of designing
clothes, Jaz must decide whether to do what's expected of her or create her own path. You'll love this book because everyone
loves a story that shows it's OK to break the rules. Read it on its own, or as part of the Success on Her Terms series. Get it now.
About the bookThis heartwarming story is of two children and the differences they have when it comes tofamilies and Grandmas. Sophie has
a unique group of Grandmas who are full of life and share similar interests even though they are asdifferent as snowflakes. Sammy has a
smaller family but her grandmas are distinctive and members of the Red Hat Society which Sophie gets to learn about. As these two children
realize the diversity of their Grandmas, they understand they are both exceptionally lucky to have women in their lives which mean so much
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to them. This is a celebration of those who have an impact in their grandchildren's lives.
FREE gift inside: EASY DOGGY HEALTH 'Safe & Healthy Tips & Remedies for Common Dog Problems & Foods to Avoid' If you're reading
this I can guess that you've either lived or worked with dogs. We don't call them man's best friend for nothing. Since the very dawn of
civilisation man has shared his life with our canine friends. The relationships we have with our dogs are as real and intense as any we have
with our family and friends or partners, many would say more important in a lot of ways. Even though we don't share a common verbal
language something magical happens when your soul meets with the warm, trusting nature and intelligence of a dog. All they ask for is
kindness, compassion and a regular meal. In return they will be with you through the trials of life, your best friend, always loyal and always
has your back when the road gets rough. A dog makes a house a home and completes the family. A person with the love and understanding
of dogs is a person I can trust and relate to, I'm sure you feel the same way. If you want some funny, sad and heartwarming short reads treat
yourself and go to the top of the page and grab a copy. Cuddle up with your pooch and enjoy these Dog Tales. **PURCHASE NOW** For
further reading please check out our website www.viddapublishing.com Don't forget to leave us a nice review if you enjoy this book. Thanks
Sara had always been untouchable, his sister's best friend, and the girl next door... Smokejumper Aiden Callaway never questioned his job
until a fire took the life of his friend, Kyle, and left Aiden with injuries and fractured memories. The truth may clear Aiden of blame but destroy
Kyle's reputation and hurt the people he left behind. Sara has never forgiven or forgotten the way Aiden brought their teenage relationship
crashing down. But the sparks between Aiden and Sara have been smoldering for a very long time. Sara is afraid to take another chance on
the man who broke her heart, and Aiden knows better than anyone how dangerous an intense fire can be. As teenagers they weren't ready
for each other. Are they ready now? Or will secrets derail their second chance at love? Don't miss this breathtaking and emotional secondchance romance and the first book in the NYT Bestselling Series: The Callaways! Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This (#1)
So This Is Love (#2) Falling For A Stranger (#3) Between Now And Forever (#4) Nobody But You (#5) A Callaway Wedding Novella) All A
Heart Needs (#6) That Summer Night (#7) When Shadows Fall (#8) Somewhere Only We Know (#9) Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know
Better (#1) Tender Is The Night (#2) Take Me Home (#3)(Callaway Novella) Closer To You (#4) Once You're Mine (#5) Can't Let Go (#6)
Secrets We Keep (#7) Spin-Off Series – Whisper Lake Always With Me (#1) My Wildest Dream (#2) Can't Fight The Moonlight (#3) Just One
Kiss (#4) What the readers are saying… "I adore the Callaways, a family we'd all love to have. Each new book is a deft combination of
emotion, suspense and family dynamics. A remarkable, compelling series!" — Barbara O'Neal, author of How to Bake a Perfect Life. "I love
the characters! A wonderful book and I can't wait to read the rest of the series." Kim –ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS "In ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS, I
found myself happily whisked away into the world of the Callaways. This was a good story with lots of mystery at its heart, and the romance
between Sara and Aiden kept me turning the pages. I really enjoy romance stories where there is a great family setting to sink into, and the
writing in this book was superb!" Alix "This was a fast-paced, easy to read story. The characters were well-written and believable from page
one. I loved the interaction with the rest of Aiden's family and am looking forward to reading the rest of this series. I highly recommend this
book! Sue –on ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS "In ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS there are fires, renewed friendships, love romance, sexual tension and
most of all secrets. 5 Stars!" Becky "Romance at its best! I could not put this book down. The characters were so well fleshed out and you are
rooting for them to solve the problems and have a wonderful ending." Kathleen "ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS - what a great story! Wonderful
characters with mystery, intrigue and love!" Christine
The good! The bad! Its got to be ugly when these two forces meet. There are heroes and villains and you decide which is which Who will win
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and who will lose everything! Our loving couple prepare for a bright future and without trying hurt everyone around them in some way! Are
they the villain? Humm??Maybe! A man whos life has come crashing down in every way in a very short period of time. Can he be the hero?
Again Humm?? Gavins revenge promises to intrigue you completely and will have you demand another chapter in this saga. Your wish will be
our command!
A captivating and comprehensive collection of lesson ideas designed for use with primary students.
My Amish Story is the story of the last few years of Amish life for the Graber family in the 1990s. It’s about the hurdles of breaking the
barriers of centuries, of family circles being broken with no goodbyes, of heartbreak and estrangement, and of the transitions and adjustments
to a new way of living. But it is also, and more so, a story of leaving the old and embracing the new, of walking in the blessing of freedom
from bondage, and of leaving behind the fear of tomorrow. It is the story of a family living, loving, and laughing their way along the journey of
life.
Best-selling photographer and author Rachael Hale McKenna is world renowned for her animal and baby portraits. Now—for the first time
ever—she combines her two favorite subjects in this irresistible collection of images featuring adorable babies snuggled up to their lovable
furry companions, from puppies and kittens to bunnies and ducklings, and more! With uplifting quotes on friendship sprinkled throughout,
Best Friends Forever makes a heartwarming gift for newborns and their parents, animal lovers, and anyone's own BFF.
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